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--In a previous work we proposed a saturation scheme for the SU3| SU3 chiral algebra within an infinite set of SUa| states. A mixing operator was introduced which transforms the axial charges of the SUe solution into the physical ones, Q~5-Here we saturate the Weinberg equation for the (mass) 2 operator [Q+, [Q+, m2] ] = 0, between meson states, in a perturbative approach. The generator Z of the mixing operators, for which formerly only the transformation properties under SUe x03 were given, is now completely established as Z= (W• where W is the W-spin operator and M is the co-ordinate of the threedimensional harmonic oscillator. In a perturbative expansion of the (mass) ~ operator, the lowest term consists of two pieces, the harmonicoscillator energy and a spin-orbit coupling of the form (--1)L+I(L.S+ 89 The resulting (mass) 2 consists of families of equispaced linearly rising trajectories. Lett., 13, 173 (1964) ; E. BORCHI and R. GATTO: Phys. Left., 14, 352 (1965) the strongly interacting particles should also be constructed so as to have simple transformation properties under that group.
In particular, the identification of the vector (Q~) and axial (Q~5) charges with the proper ~U, generators A(2~) and A(~t~a~) (~) (in the frame of reference P~-oo) gives the commutation relations of the chiral algebra (1) [
A(~,), A(2~.(~)] -= i/,~A(~(~)
, ~oreover, the angular conditions required by Lorentz inva~i~nee are satisfied; however, within the SUe multiplets, the predicted axial couplings are consistently larger than the experimental values. These facts suggest that the axial charges should be obtained from A(2~a~) by a suitable mixing procedure:
(2)
Q~ : U(OZ)A(,,I~a~) Uf(OZ) ,
where 0 is a real number (mixing angle), Z is a Hermitian SU~ singlet and U is a unitary function of OZ; the axial charges defined in (2) obey the commutation relations of the chiral algebra together with A(2~).
With the assumption that Z transforms like a member of a 35 under SU~ and a vector under 03 one has (~)
where 1V is the SU3 singlet spin one of the 35 and connects only (35 O1) ~-(35 O_1) for mesons and 56 ~ 70 for baryons; the operator M is a vector under 03 and generates the orbital excitation. It gives rise to a new quantum number n, which counts the number of times one has to apply M to reach a state starting from the ground state (15 : 0). The property AZ----1 of M gives rise to the (n, Z) lattice plotted in Fig. 1 . Further degeneracy might be present since different paths can be taken to arrive at the same point in (n, Z)-plane. On the basis of eqs. {2) and (3), the axial transitions 70 Z ----1 -* 56 ~ = 0 and 35 15 ~ 1 --> 35 Z ~ 0 have been computed to first order in the mixing angle 0: only one parameter is needed in each case and the agreement with experiment is satisfactory for baryons and very good for mesons (8).
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